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WINTER 2021

Dear Odyssey Readers,
This year has definitely been one for the books. 2020 has been a raging dumpster fire, whether the
fuel be Covid-19, political unrest, or the endless mental tolls that come with them both. Our team has
struggled alongside you all, having to pioneer new ways to share our love for editing and literary work
virtually.
But through all this, your creativity did not wane! With your help, our Odyssey team has
successfully added another edition to the collection. We would like to thank all the students and staff who
shared their work with us, anonymous or otherwise, and encourage you all to continue to do so for our
upcoming spring edition. We would also like to thank our amazing advisor, Mr. Rice, for guiding us
through this process and enduring our weekly tomfoolery. Lastly, we appreciate the hard work of all of
our new Odyssey members who found a home here despite our distance.
We have missed the ‘burn and all who inhabit it dearly. Looking forward to a new year and hopes
for a return to normalcy.
Regards,
The Odyssey Staff
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Watching over the city of London is lark
I defeat 609 offenders a week
I’ve even saved many women from brothels
All the while my eyebrows are on fleek
I’m always on it like a car bonnet
And I still refrain from flaunting it
That bloody spider bitten manchild
He’s a few sandwiches short of a picnic
His cack-handed swinging lacks my style
So chuffed he is after beating venom
But he’s just a dipstick who eats fish sticks
And does too many frog kicks
I am full of beans while spiderman has none
I am gobsmacked by the praise he receives
His greed takes the biscuit
He has gone all pear-shaped
He leaves his city in shambles
The poor citizens are forced to walk over brambles
That smarmy boy gets too much attention
Yet he possesses the wrong intentions
Why do they have this obsession
When all I’m given is rejection
One day I will receive my redemption
Spiderman, go pop your clogs
Zoe Huntington and Tuesday Grundstorm
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1. I would sing that I didn’t think we were gods
a hymn hummed as loud as a cricket in the summer
and me, this delicate thing that was so torn by the world
you pick me up and carry me and I’m sure your arms must be peeling
tearing off layers of skin until we are a mirror mosaic of one another
notice we look a lot like the cicada skins that are petrified on fences
I was barely surviving, the eyes on the back of my skull, pointless
2. I learn better habits when I am holding on to you
though you are not like a teacher to me,
but the pencil, classroom, notebook, or desk
I want to begin with you and end up on a porch as gray people
feel my hand on a hot cup of coffee, my wrinkled eyes
will still be bitching about the weather, and you will still listen
3. It is cruel to drag a fish out of water until it dries up on land
I would rather not see a fish get knocked out bloody
I trust you to not hold me down until I can’t breathe
4. I have never watched the sun rise
and in the same day watched the sun set
still in a distant time I want us stacked on my roof
hand on shingles, hand on hand
my head on your shoulder, your head on my head
until we know what it is like to see a day move around two stagnant people
5. I never know if I should tell why my metaphor is placed
or lay it to rest on someone else's teeth
I swear your indifference is tangible,
when you smile I can feel your hands
moving the corners of my mouth upward
like the time you were sick of not seeing my grin
so at the end of the day you pried opened my mouth
you could see finally my metal canines,
you tell me I’m not afraid of smiling anymore
I think I agree
6. There is a chemical flavor that our story brings to my gums
from the chlorine I can’t get out of my fingernails
to jumping a fence just so I could finally see
what it felt like to defy a metal sign
the wetness of cold water on someone else’s hand
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feels like another guest in this memory,
along with the stolen baseball and your missing inhaler
I miss the sting of holding on to a car window so tight
my fingers go numb in july
7. I’m the least tired when I wail at the stars to come back,
we agree space is too far away on friday at ten
It didn’t matter that my skin was already slick from august sweat
I dropped my own sweater to lay in the wet grass
back of my dress was damp for the rest of the night
I don’t like listing the things I regret, but I know I want back that feeling of
belly up in the dark and holding onto your fingers
Logan Waugh
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Grace Ulferts
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the wind howls,
a deafening and dry cry against the thin windows of this house.
it beats them like wet limbs, crawling and climbing
grasping for handholds.
knocking rhythms that echo across the inside
reverberating into a fevered, incessant plea
a gasping whim
the charcoal of the night sticks to the walls
a thick, caked tar that drowns light mercilessly into oblivion
a dripping cesspool which oozes down to play “this little piggy” at the foot of your bed.
swallowing and devouring all the way home.
solace rests flickering in the moonlight that dribbles between erratic branches
providing a beacon from the insurmountable onslaught of Everything Else.
God’s rays from His lunar self to settle down on your supine form.
but The Devil’s handiwork still persists in shadow legions
that perform operatic war songs in peculiar time signatures from your bedroom window
The Holy Ghost goes to bed at midnight after all, and nothing good can amount until the cock’s cry at
dawn.
when the elves in the north pole get back to their 9-5 shifts, maintaining order in this wretched world
preternatural law and order.
suddenly a crisp knock rings throughout the cacophony,
its source supposedly the portal at the far side of the room.
you shake off the wear from the day, and undo the EZ-shackle keeping you to your bed
(reserved for the windiest of nights so you don’t get blown up and away while you’re sleeping!)
you carefully tiptoe through the dark marsh to the next oasis of light at the doormat of the Far Window.
careful to not slip.
as you draw near, you begin to see the hand that produced such crisp knocks.
it is elegant, painterly, with cute, dancing veins that race up the arm holding it astute
telling stories as they daintily criss and cross.
the attached face can only be described as utterly beautiful,
holistically in every sense of the word.
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oh so soft and milky lips uttering words that seem to fall forth,
detached from this godly being as such lowly material things as words could not possibly belong to the
divine
nevertheless, a decree is made forth as such
“I am Eslegni Thyerve, step forward if you wish to serve His lunar presence and everything Right.”
the night is silent now, the whole world seemingly hushed in apprehension.
rather than disgrace such an entity with a mere mortal whisper in comparison,
you offer fealty in the only way you know appropriate.
a humble shuffle and possibly a little trip into the outstretched...
Anonymous
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look at those fat snowflakes
paunchy, albino wizard-princes gliding on wind currents with magic carpets
a smug air permeating the rhythms they float down to
flitting back and forth
you can almost see their upturned noses, obscured behind pompous ermine moustaches
noncommittal bastards...
whether they’ll stick around or not we’ll never know
seemingly governed by arcane laws outside of human comprehension
and that one! that one right there!
I swear it was wagging a finger at me!
a tiny, gloved one
a silk slip in the autumn sky.
although it is hard to tell amongst all the flowing, decadent robes
for christ sake, it’s autumn
autumn!
when leaves should be the ones free-falling;
the russet kings on their tangible sleighs that stack up like spilled lincoln logs upon dying grass
but the grass is still green.
and the snow seems to beat them to the ground.
it's almost as if mother nature is in a civil war with itself
or a divorcing couple arguing over the thermostat
and all the while the children of earth just want a good night's sleep
Anonymous
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Dominick Navarre
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pounding, stretching, my heart pushes at the walls that try to contain and calm its increasing pressure.
muscle against muscle, tightening, pulsing.
i can’t breathe, my heart leaning into my lungs and throat till i feel as if i’m submerged.
let me breathe! i try to scream but the words simply circle the drain at the nook where my brain meets my
spine, dissolving into a sludge that coats my insides and only adds to my difficulty breathing.
i hate myself at the moment. i’m not asking you to tell me i shouldn’t, only stating that i do. how am i
supposed to gain my lost confidence when i have to kneecap my sentences to convince those around me
i’m getting better? no longer breaking chains of promises made of material chains ought not to be made
from.
crying feels nice, i haven’t done it in a while. numbness creeps up the lining of my stomach like greedy
fingers, occupying every empty cavity of mine. those filled pockets weigh me down now, dragging me
into an abyss blanketed with foam and snow. you’d think this abyss would be pleasant with the way i’ve
described it, but it is quite the opposite. the foam and snow muffle my calls, making them fall back down
and settle like sediment at the bottom of a slow moving stream. those pebbles never reach the surface to
gurgle their regrets, successes, apologies, wishes. they sit, stagnant, at the bottom of the creek, apathetic
to the water trickling above and around them. they don’t cry. i feel like those pebbles right now. even
when i coax a few tears from my eyes, whose patience is waning, they dry quickly, not allowing me the
satisfaction to feel them drip down my cheeks. they leave sticky trails in their wake, not enough to
assuage my sorrows but enough to make me feel stupid.
how does one cope when they’re getting better? the darkness tugging at my cuffs and prodding at my soft
spots provides just enough solace to convince my heart to slip back into sleep. i long for a relapse into
oblivion.
Anonymous
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Rushed
You were the best option
Not that I didn’t feel my nerves entwined with yours, or that I didn’t like that You were the best option
Just that it didn’t feel like something done because of deep held, pocketed desire
Instead done because I felt it was a box I had to check, a life experience yet to be written in the pages of
my diary under the covers at night
You made me feel guilty for writing those words
Skipping past your sentences
Yet I still miss your tissue paper thin touches and fumbling embraces
Dirty
You made me feel dirty
Fingerprints permanently inked onto skin and sinking deep into muscle and bone
Cool october night sky promised me something better
But frozen veins of december broke whatever I thought I had
Midnight tugs at my waist, gripping a little too tight for comfort
I can’t even put into words how much I would give to erase the memories of those months, scrub away
the lingering feelings tracing my body
And yet the pain You inflicted wasn’t the worst of that winter
Mistake?
A break in my timeline
A true give and take situation
But all I did was give and all You did was take
Soothed into a state of vulnerability
But then You pulled out my guts, left them lying on the sidewalk like a wounded rabbit
He made me feel like I was the villain for what You did
Definitive regret
Low expectations, none really
I doubted I would qualify for your olympics, but maybe it came to You in a dream by accident and tricked
You into accepting my “application”
You manipulated me, but I let You, or did You let me feel like I was ahead of the game?
Cause in reality, the rolled dice tumbled from my hands and out of reach, stuck under a couch cushion or
something
Good enough
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Made me feel desired
I never thought I had any sort of allure, any scent of fresh blossoms floating upon the spring winds
But maybe I could be wanted?
By You?
Until I found out that a lot of others were following this train of thought
I wasn’t the only one You wanted
At that point, does that make me wanted at all?
Static
Stiff and silent
It felt like I was crossing enemy lines, overthrowing the power that once set my bounds
Not quite good, not bad
Fine, in all definitions of the word
Was this good or not?
I just hope He never finds out, or death may await my slumber, hanging over me in stagnant air
But I’m left feeling empty
So empty
I’m so many steps into Hell I no longer feel the heat
Anonymous
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Dominick Navarre
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I’m done, he said.
With what, I asked.
All of this.
Put it in the chat
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i want to get a bird right here,
on the inside of my left wrist.
i broke every bone in it when i was 17:
the trapezium, scaphoid, lunate, triquetral,
pisiform, hamate, capitate and trapezoid. All of them,
rearranged like a puzzle come undone.
it happened on the first day of spring break.
my mother told me I took spring break too literally.
the way it was bent, it looked
like i held a nesting bird.
right here.

Put it in the chat
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Dominick Navarre
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Valentine’s Day is the worst. It doesn’t matter
if you are in a relationship or not.
The first time I was in a relationship during Valentine’s Day,
I was in seventh grade. I had no idea what I was doing.
I had stolen a necklace to give as a gift, but
I wasn’t sure when I should give it.
We only saw each other at school, so
it was nearly impossible to exchange gifts in private.
After the final bell, we met at the end of the hall
near our lockers, which was what we usually did.
I handed over the necklace, and I was asked if
I was ready for my gift, too.
I said “Yes,” and I was immediately pulled in for a kiss.
Six inches shorter, I was on the tips of my toes.
This wasn’t a cute kiss. This was a taste what
I had for breakfast kiss. I choked for air.
Almost immediately, I heard a teacher yell: “Hey!”
We pulled apart. “Walk, don’t run.”
I turned and, despite the warning,
I ran to catch my bus.

Put it in the chat
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“I want to see 2020”
“Why?”
“Because then we will see who we really are…”
<Fast forward 40 years>
Who are we?
Racist, Anti-racist
Mean, Kind
Solitary, Communal
What are we?
Americans, Global Citizens
Democrats, Socialists
Teachers, Students
When are we?
Live for now
Plan for the future
Don’t forget the past
Where are we?
Earth, USA
Minnesota, Minneapolis
South Minneapolis
IN OUR HOMES!
Dylan Woods-Weisman
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Dominick Navarre
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cold lemonade on a hot day
but you weren’t as excited as i was
so yours got warm and you didn’t end up drinking it
i want all of your attention
even if i know it won’t last
ice cubes melting
an event embedded in the past
untied shoelaces
too steep staircases
they’ve set us up for disaster
look through the leaves
do it
the holy ritual complete with one off glance
the hollow walls giving me a better chance
feel it seeping in
you know you want it
it’s just a promise
just for tonight
just in your head
all knotted up
masked faces
ignorant with their knowledge
counting on a break in the case
dependent on outside sources
gone without a trace
counting on
an action
something unusual among these parts
loved
like we’d never before
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yet they all knew we had
Kieran Padgett
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Confess your love to the squirrel in the basement
spill your secrets, he won’t tell a soul
Buy those flowers you always see at the grocery store
hand one to the toddler crying in the parking lot
They will wilt in your room eventually,
and you will learn to embrace
the temporary—
the fleeting moments, the three days your room smelled like daisies, the squirrel that will be gone come
January…
Maybe we’re all stuck here and maybe we killed g*d
but the USPS sells stamps with frogs on them, and if I send you one you might smile
because
while g*d may be dead, you are not
and we can make heaven in the scrapbook aisle of the craft store for the next five minutes
I wonder if maybe that’s the whole point of it all.
Isabel Kleckner
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tangled clumps of damaged hair sit in balls on the inhospitable tile of my bathroom floor
I yank at the remaining strands, numb to the tugging on my scalp
when I finish, I marvel at the semi-sleekness of my split ends in the mirror
roots still greasy
the skin of my stomach and thighs untouched by soap for too many days to count
maybe I should be worried when I feel accomplished for brushing my hair for the first time in two
weeks
when did the bar become so low for living?
you know how during the winter you’ll feel cold inside your house when you first wake up in the
morning?
but once you go outside and experience the raw piercing air, you start to miss the only slight
discomfort you felt when your toes first hit uncarpeted floor
I miss the time I wasted wallowing in my room when all I felt was mediocre depression
I wish I could turn over the hourglass once more and just put on a pair of socks, or bring a blanket
down to breakfast with me
instead I stayed under the covers with an empty stomach
oh how I yearn for the days I could have fattened myself like a bear preparing for hibernation
with food
with conversation
with coherent thoughts
but I squandered the time I had and now I will be the one bear who starves over a mild winter
Anonymous
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sunlight cuts through water stained glass windows and settles on the peaks of their bare legs
limbs twisted and entwined until their labels and owners are indiscernible
soft pinks contrast warm yellow hues
the only thing that separates them
they swim in balmy pools of passion
swirls of honey mixing with the chilled air at the edges of their cloud
then separating smoothly once more like oil in water
their fringes fit together with ease
knees locking into the depressions behind the knees of the other
anatomical sublimity
freckled arms hold tight around fragile ribs
pressing in till it feels as if their extremities have melded
but not so hard it hurts
muscles encase beating hearts and comfort their pounding
then the dust in the air settles around them
hardening their bodies into place
...
it injected itself like a virus
a single thought multiplying until the amalgamation of the parasitic bulbs suffocate the last breath of the
neurons populating the nape of my neck
no longer do i feel the conduction of heat penetrating my body
only a layer of frost repelling the attempted transfer of love or even lust
monochrome screen captures of those winter months fester in my mind
hot breath on the back of my neck
hips pressing against my spine
sharp yanks on clumps of my hair
sweaty fingers sliding between my thighs
skin sticking to innocent skin
hands grasping at my throat
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tears pool in the corners of my eyes
my blood ceases to pump
my lungs quit trying
i sink into an eternal slumber
...
a lurch and their bodies separate
panting
the cement cracks between them
honey dissolving
never again will they meet
for prickly tingles shock their fingertips every time they converge
like an electric fence prohibiting safe loving affection
fuck you for ruining my life you stupid selfish boy
i hate you
i hate you
Anonymous
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Sean Ford
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she looked at him, only a quick glance, her heart stumbling on the words
threatening to spill from her clumsy lips
oh no
this couldn’t be happening
a shaky breath convinced her of her assumptions
she slowly returned her gaze to his magnetic eyes
this time she knew she couldn’t look away
oh fuck
forever deceived by beautiful hideous creatures
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My hands smell like bleach.
It begins refreshingly clean
but quickly transitions to an acrid stench.
It emanates like a fog from my pores,
climbing up my cheeks and delving behind my eyes
like climbers scaling an arctic shelf
forgoing ice picks
for the tools of an orbital lobotomy.
It takes hooks like the ancient Egyptians
and thrusts them up my nose,
through the withering flesh
and into my brain,
tugging out my brain matter piece
by shriveled piece.

Bleach, like fleas, tickles the skin on the backs of my hands.
They skate up and down my arms as I move through the air
and dig their tiny claws in whenever I brush up against something,
turning the watercolor brush I stroke against my palm
into the bundle of steel bristles that scrapes rust off of knives.

The skin on my much-abused fingers lifts up
like the bark of a birch tree
picked at by small children ignoring the signs.
Or the rind of a navel orange,
exposing stringy white tissue crisscrossing the flesh underneath.
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My hands smell like bleach,
and it refuses to come off.
I scrub at my hands and the skin sloughs off like a spider shedding its exoskeleton.
The gentle meat of my naked hands
quiver in the cold air,
and it is almost worse after fixing it
than when I could ignore it.

Linnea Ouimet
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There is an itch stuck in my chest.
It digs deep, like a thorn
piercing my sternum and going so far back as my spine and further,
exiting neatly between my shoulder blades.

The tip of it lands between where I imagine wings to grow—
huge limbs of flesh and bone and skin
and feathers,
the divine tethered to the earth with nothing more than a half millimeter of skin.

Many cultures say we were born of the earth.
We were formed from clay and blessed with the breath of light,
a taste of the heavens coiled deep inside our chests.
We are bound down,
tied like Prometheus to the stones,
but the air trapped inside cages of bone longs to be free.

The itch in my breastbone is not physical.

We scream for the skies.

Linnea Ouimet
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Instrumental jazz floated through the air, sound waves carried across dust particles in the rays of
afternoon sun. A repressed sun in the gloom and gray that permeated the sky as summer turned to fall and
sweltering heat turned to clammy chills that slowly seeped in. I reclined in my chair at my desk and
stretched my arms, for the assignment I’d been typing had finally been finished. It was a short, reflective
essay on the self that had put me into a brooding mood. But a kind brooding, with the stooped head of
retrospect and acknowledgement to the world around it. A posture that reflected the silence of the rest of
the house under the medley of pattering drums and bases originating from my computer. That is, until a
vocalist took their turn at music in the adjacent room. Mews and scratchy high notes filled the air, sung by
one of the feline occupants of the house.
I didn’t need any visual confirmation to know which one of the two it was, they came from Maya,
the eldest by at least a decade. They weren’t an off hand occurrence either, as they tended to rise quite so
often as the weeks went on. And my annoyance towards them rose with each new bout. So, after a minute
or so of waiting annoyed in my chair I finally stood up (my posture erect now) and stormed to my door,
flinging it open to make the cries all that louder. I progressed down the hallway, my feet slapping a beat
accordingly, and entered the room where the cat sat alone in her bed.
She looked up at me with her weary yellow eyes and mewed again. To this I responded
appropriately, mewing back and laid down on the floor next to her, hoping some pets would maybe shut
her up. At this point I exclaimed aloud in some manner or another, probably taking the lord’s name, to my
mother who was down the staircase working on her own things.
She contributed her own dialogue of how a similar situation had happened earlier that day and she
had to likewise go up to show her some love, as she put it. I made a snide comment of my own saying
maybe the lady is getting loony in her old age!
In the silence that this got met with I took the time to look at the cat and study her. She’d stopped
her calling and her brooding face (a melancholic brooding that is) began to slowly transform. I ruffled her
ears some more and stretched out my back, if I was going to be there for a while I might as well be
comfortable. As she bowed her head deeper into my hand, a new pattern started climbing the staircase.
Maya and I looked up as the dog poked her large, buffoony head into the room and clopped on over. With
a yawn of her own, the dog stretched out and laid on top of me and the arm going to the cat. She stuck her
large nose in my face and I gave up, a hand going behind each of their ears, stritch stratching away. While
Maya was in for the long haul, the dog was not, and soon got up to rest atop the staircase, in case I too
would leave and accompany her down.
Alas I stayed and rolled over, supine to stare into the cats eyes. She’d taken on a kind of funny
look, with her tongue out part way and the fur on her head disturbed. Nevertheless, I smoothed it out and
noticed the majesty of that forehead, how the long hair of her eyebrows joined that of the rest of her face
in a plume that flared out over her collar. With this I began looking at her in a new light, in a painter's
eyes, trying to dissect her likeness. Blues swam in my mind’s eye, with a deep purple cast for the darks of
the fur, giving way to velvet on the highlights. This all pooled and sunk into phthalo blues and greens on
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her chin and the underside of her neck, age lines that have run deep across the years. All of this was
complemented by a piercing vermillion in her eyes, for yellow wouldn’t do them justice against the cool
palette of her form.
However, as I stared deeper into these eyes I picked up more of the emotions behind the piece.
The utter age, and the fragility that comes with it-- a resignation to mewing alone in bed, hoping that
someone would hear. The worry and eternal slumber which lay close behind those drooping eyelids. But
she was smiling now, with a collectedness replacing that worry, and a humbling quality that emanated to
me. An honor in the trust she put forth, her small head nestled in my hand and nothing to break the silence
that we laid in as company.
Liam O’Neil
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“You must have something pretty valuable in here.” These were the first words spoken in quite
some time and they made the hairs on the back of Andrew’s neck stand on end. Suddenly he took a
different look at Doug, the man from New Century Security.
“Just myself, really,” Andrew spoke in a quick breath, “but isn’t that enough?”
“Sure, but we never really install this much for a residential property. I put eight sensors on your
front windows, and ten on the back. You’ve got four in each of the bedrooms and six in your kitchen. I
put a camera and sensor on your front and back door. You now have new deadbolts on all exterior doors,
and three motion detectors on your outer property. I was just starting to think ‘What’s this guy got in
here?’” Slightly, Andrew’s heart rate increased with the question.
It was true. Andrew knew that he may have been excessive, but then again he was sincere with wanting to
feel secure. It’s not as if he had many valuables in his home. At least nothing out of the ordinary. Sure, his
television was nicer than some. And yes, he had an abundance of electronic devices, mostly for work. In
all honesty, his most expensive possessions were his couch and his mattress.
He certainly didn’t live in a bad neighborhood. His neighborhood was actually quite nice
compared to most. Yes, there are times you will find some trash that’s made its way onto your lawn. And
yes, he had been woken more times than he would’ve liked by drunkards working their way down his
street. But truthfully, Andrew’s biggest fears came from within, and he really wanted to feel secure. He
wanted to be reassured that he was safe living alone. It bothered him when he came home late at night and
all of the lights were off. It unnerved him when he stepped inside the shower, enough so that he locked
the bathroom door each time. If you can’t feel safe at home, it makes for a dreadful experience.
Early in his life he had his father and mother to provide him with protection. Too soon it was just
his mother and him. The loss of his father would always be felt; but together, they refortified themselves.
His mother had emboldened him throughout his adolescence. Then, at university, his fraternity brothers
surrounded him. They gave him a home full of trusted sounds, a home full of camaraderie. Now, as a
young adult, it was just Andrew.
It can be unsettling when you hear something and you’re alone. There is no one there to speak to.
There is no one there to ask, “What was that?” Instead, you’re left with two choices: arm yourself and
slink through your home as you investigate, or ignore the sound and hope your neck isn’t slit as you finish
sending an email. Andrew was tired of facing these sounds and the choices they forced upon him. He
wanted to feel secure in his home. He wanted to feel secure in his isolation. Over the phone, New Century
Security had assured him this was a possibility, but now Doug was breathing doubt back into Andrew’s
mind.
“Well, whatever it is, that safe in the basement should help,” Doug smiled and gave Andrew a
knowing look.
The safe, damn that safe! Andrew had cursed it when he first moved the thing into his home. It
was the most difficult part of the move. Now, he cursed it again. The safe and its contents, two aging
rifles, had belonged to his father. When his father passed, they became Andrew’s. He had never fired
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them. In fact, he didn’t have any bullets to fire. He had heard that being a gun owner meant he was three
times more likely to be shot. He feared that he would silently creep into his basement armed with a pan or
a kitchen knife to investigate a sound, which certainly had to be more than the boiler, just to be shot dead
by a burglar who had found his father’s rifles while rummaging through his home. This thought made him
get rid of the bullets that came with the rifles completely. He had shared this with his mother during a
visit. She had laughed, “Won’t the burglar just bash you in the face and bludgeon you to death with one of
the rifles?” She kept a loaded handgun in her top-dresser drawer. Andrew worried she might accidentally
shoot him one day. He kept this thought to himself.
“You know, I heard that the best thing you can do to keep out burglars is to leave a radio on in
your basement,” Doug spoke as he shut his toolbox. “A survey was sent to a bunch of crooks in jail, all of
them in for burglary. They said they were just as likely to break into a house with or without a security
system. They said dogs weren’t a deterrent, that most just wag their tails, but if they heard a sound in the
basement, they were out of there.” Andrew had heard this too. He even tried it for a few days, but the fear
that the radio would prevent him from hearing an actual intruder was greater than the added security it
provided.
Doug stood at the front door, toolbox in hand. “Your security code is currently your phone
number. You’ll want to change that,” he winked. “Your instruction manual is on your kitchen table, but
don’t hesitate to call us with questions.” Doug reached his hand out towards Andrew and smiled. Andrew
could feel the moisture on his own palm as he shook Doug’s hand.
That night, as Andrew tried to fall asleep, his mind forced its way back to Doug. The man had
made his way throughout Andrew’s home. This man knew the details of Andrew’s security system and
seemed certain of some hidden treasure waiting to be uncovered. Andrew had changed the security code
as soon as Doug had left, but what good would that do? Certainly, a man of Doug’s capabilities could
easily work his way around it. Doug’s smile replayed again and again in Andrew’s mind. Somehow it
now seemed wolfish. That was the only way Andrew could describe it. This thought continued to
penetrate his consciousness until it was finally interrupted, a sudden noise, an unexplainable noise, jarred
his attention loose. “What was that?” he asked aloud. As always, no one was there to answer him. He did
not recognize the noise, but he was certain of one thing: it had come from the basement.
J.L. Schmit
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How would you feel if you were bullied by your enemy? Now, imagine the whole world knows how
much you were humiliated by him. Metro Man was my bully. He destroyed my reputation and made the
world think I was weak. Maybe he saved the city and had good intentions. Maybe he was handsome and
everyone loved him. Maybe he was considered a hero and everyone trusted him. But! That is no reason to
put others down or make me feel the way I did. It's not fair! He made me feel inferior. I hated it. So, I
knew I had to do something to gain the power that I deserved. I was just looking for a little fun. I needed
to show the world that I was good at something too. I deserved to get something that I wanted for a
change. It had always been Metro Man this, Metro Man that. I just wanted some attention and to be
recognized for MY accomplishments. Maybe being evil is frowned upon and people no longer trusted me
because of the things I did. But, define evil. Am I really as bad as people make me out to be? It's not like I
actually hurt anyone. No one died. I always caused harm in abandoned areas where people can't get hurt. I
didn't cause too much conflict. What's the worst that I've done? So what if I kidnapped Roxanne? I never
hurt her. I gave her everything she wanted and was kind to her. Maybe I lied about who I was. But, that
was only because I didn't think she would like me for who I am. Sometimes I don't like my bad reputation
but I couldn't stop being a villain back then. I just wanted to be loved by someone. Is that too much to
ask? Also, once I got rid of Metro Man and created Titan to give me a purpose, I became the hero. I saved
the city. I became the new Metro Man. I changed into the good guy. Maybe I did some horrible things in
the past. But, now that I am good, I will never go back to my old self. I will use my amazing inventions
for good rather than harm. I even got my own museum! The town no longer hates me. That is what the
world should focus on; the good rather than the bad.
Jacquelyn Kelly
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The school bell rang and Jordan woke up in a jump. Math class had just ended. As he put his
notebook in his bag, the teacher came over to him and asked him to stay back for a second. Dread filled
his stomach, what did the teacher know? Was he in trouble? The endless possibilities were flooding
Jordan to the point where he got all red in the face and felt like his guts just fell out. But Mr. Mallory only
wanted to congratulate him on his perfect score on the recent test and remind him to try to stay awake
during class. Jordan was relieved and the color of his face returned to normal. He then asked Mr. Mallory
if he could have a late pass to go to his next class, which was band.
Taking the pass, Jordan went straight for the library. He snuck in the door and hid himself in the
large plush chairs. He pulled out a book to make it look like he was reading and cried silently so no one
else in the library could hear him, and if anybody looked, all they would see was a child with their face
smothered in a book. And that’s exactly what Jordan wanted them to think: that he was fine. About half of
an hour later after his face returned to normal so it seemed like he hadn't been crying he moved to band
class and gave the teacher the late pass. The teacher marked him as present and told him to get his
instrument. Jordan pulled out his dented, chipped saxophone and warmed up playing some of the U.S.S.R
national anthem that he had memorized. Upon hearing this, the kid sitting next to Jordan pulled out his
trombone and joined in.
“Dude, you should print out the song for every instrument, that way the whole band could play it!
We could even play it instead of the school anthem at one of our next events!” said the boy next to
Jordan.
Jordan still felt completely dead on the inside, and did not want to be in a good mood.
Reluctantly, he put on a smile and said
“Yeah bro, that would be so funny, especially if we did it at a pep fest!”
The kid next to Jordan, Jack, agreed. Then they both laughed together even though Jordan’s laugh
was very forced. At that very moment the feeling of death inside of him converted into hatred, pure hatred
and rage all targeted at Jack, and he hated Jack so much at the moment he felt like he wanted to kill him.
So Jordan sat quietly and plotted ways to kill Jack. As soon as he was on a really good idea, Jack would
insert himself and say some stupid joke. But these jokes weren’t the kind of joke you would laugh at or
even think that they were so bad that they were funny, they were just bad. Jack said things like, “What
does a conductor and heat both have in common? Metal!”
They were really bad jokes. But Jack was a nice kid and Jordan didn't really hate him. He felt
sorry for him. Jack was a year younger than him and was new to the school. However, Jack never really
fit in, very nerdy but not nerdy enough to be a nerd, cool but not sporty enough to be a cool kid, athletic
but not in the way that anyone cared. Because of this Jordan had been nice to him. Always laughing with
him and messing around during band class. He never thought of Jack as a friend, but others seemed to
think that they were.
The conductor told them class was over, so they all put their instruments away and crowded
towards the door for the bell to ring. As soon as it did there was a stampede of kids crowding towards
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their next class. The hallway went from deserted and silent to a roaring moshpit of students. In and among
all of the students he saw her, Rebecca: the hottest girl in the school, or at least Jordan thought so. She
was walking in the same direction as he was, but she was way forward in the hallway and all he could see
was that she was wearing pink Lululemons and a white crop top. Her backpack hung just high enough that
Jordan could see her ass. He walked quicker so he could see the few precious seconds of her ass before
she turned the corner. And just like that, Jordan was in a good mood again. He had a HUGE crush on
Rebecca; however, he knew that she was way out of his league. Rebecca was one of the popular girls, she
was a THOT. So Jordan kept his expectations straight and headed off to his History class in the opposite
direction from Rebecca.
History was his least favorite class, it was all just dates and events that you had to memorize. The
only purposes of learning history are so that you don’t repeat it, or if you want to do history for a
profession. That would probably be one of the most boring jobs, besides being a paper salesman. So
Jordan took this time meant for learning useless knowledge and instead played video games on the school
laptop, after a few minutes all the students around him were joining in on the game and playing together.
The teacher then, of course, noticed the disruption and made them go back to work, or so she thought.
Jordan continued playing the game until the end of class and bragged about his highscores. Jordan walked
out happily from the history class knowing that was the best class all day. He was so full of adrenaline
and in such an amazing mood that he wanted to end his life right now. He wanted to end his life on a
happy note, before the feeling of being dead inside returned.
But now Jordan had to go to after school activities like so many other students. Although Jordan
was not in any of the school sports, he was on the robotics team. This was his last year of robotics. Being
in 8th grade robotics meant that he was supposed to have the best team, and Jordan himself was the
captain. Therefore a lot of responsibility was placed on him. Today he felt very lethargic and didn't want
to do much. As soon as he walked in the door Mr. Mallory, their coach, could sense there was something
wrong with Jordan.
He went up to him and said, “Are you doing okay today, buddy?”
Jordan replied with a very slow, “Yeah, just fine,” hoping it sounded as real as possible.
Robotics was frustrating as always, mostly everyone in his team just played video games, as
much as he wanted to do that too. There were much more pressing matters at hand, the robot needed more
features to be built and then they needed to be programmed. Meanwhile, the rest of the group was doing a
project of how to solve drainage issues in farm land. Despite being boring, it was a crucial part of the
robotics competition, and needed to be done. Jordan, the self proclaimed dictator, was the only one who
could make them do it, except for all of the teachers, and the fact that no one actually listened to him. As
robotics ended, he helped clean up before rushing out the door. It was now time for the most wonderful
yet torturous part of the day: dance class.
As Jordan stepped out into the crippling heat of the day, the sun beat down on him hard, causing
him to sweat. He stood there, waiting for his mother to arrive. He paced the sidewalk up and down,
searching for her minivan. Fifteen minutes had passed by and she still hadn’t shown up. Jordan decided to
go back inside to cool down. He thought he should call his mother; however, unlike most kids his age, he
did not have a phone. Instead, he went over to the office to use the school's landline, but the office was
closed, so he walked back outside to bear the deadly heat once again. A few minutes later, his mother
pulled up. Jordan got in, and they headed off for dance. The first thing Jordan noticed was the clear
tupperware sitting on the floor. It was filled with some sort of noodles, sauce, and microwaved veggies.
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Jordan took as long as he could to eat the hodgepodge meal in order to avoid conversation with his
mother. After a few minutes, Jordan’s mother broke the silence.
“How was your day today, sweetie?”
“Good,” Jordan replied through a mouthful of slop.
“What did you do today?”
“Nothing much,” said Jordan.
“What did you do in history class today?”
“We learned about the benefits of colonization,” Jordan lied.
“And what are some benefits?”
By this point, Jordan really did not want to be talking to his mother, but he replied anyway in
order to seem like everything was okay.
“You can have a group of people collect foreign resources for you and earn tons of money, but
only the rich get the money.”
Jordan was now accepting the inevitable: that he was going to have to have a conversation with
his mother, so he steered the topic towards why the United States does not colonize anymore. They went
off into a political debate of questions and answers, anything to steer the conversation away from Jordan's
personal life. As he was finishing up talking about how America was so different from Europe, they
arrived at dance. Jordan got out as quickly as he could and bolted inside grabbing his bag, eager to get to
dance on time and get away from his mother.
Dance was a haven, a place where Jordan felt free to act out his feelings and express himself. It
was the emotional outlet he needed. All of his pent-up rage and sadness could be released. At least that’s
how he wanted dance to be, but it could never be with her watching. Jordan’s mother walked into the
room and sat in the chair against the wall. This raised the anxiety in Jordan to an unsettlingly high level.
He now had to watch his every move to make sure he portrayed the little angel that she pictured him as.
This meant holding himself back, keeping his true dance ability at bay. Emotion was his fuel and he had
to bury it inside himself. She could never know his true emotions. And so Jordan danced like he was
being watched, making sure he never stared at any of the girls’ bodies. Even though most of the girls on
his team were amazingly beautiful, they were also his friends. As dinner break came around, he put some
soup in the microwave and turned around. Standing there behind him was Erin, and in her hands was a
cup of microwavable macaroni.
“Hey, could I use the microwave after you?” she asked.
“No, you’re going to have to wait until I die,” Jordan said sarcastically.
“OMG!”
Then they both laughed together and the microwave beeped, Jordan took his food out, and Erin
put hers in. Then he went down to sit in the circle with the rest of the group.
“Hot or not: Brian,” Grace said to Nicole.
“Ewww, no, he looks like a rat!” Nicole replied.
“I think he’s kinda cute NGL,” said Grace.
Jordan thought the guy was kinda cute himself, but as far as everyone at dance was concerned,
Jordan was straight. He had to keep up this appearance so that his mother would never find out, and
because his dance partners were a lot more pure at heart, he could never comfortably share his true self
with them. Jordan suggested that Nicole might like the guy Grace had scrolled past on her Instagram feed,
Joe. He said this sarcastically, of course, because in the photo, this “Joe”, a big muscular football player,
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was doing some dumb stunt that would probably lower his IQ into the negatives. However, Nicole
replied, “Oooh, he’s hot.”
Jordan did not even know him because Joe went to school with Erin, Grace, and a few other girls
from his dance studio. He and Nicole went to other schools and felt a little bit more left out when it came
to names and relationships. But this didn't matter because he and Nicole spent all of last year doing duets
together and had a close bond. Erin eventually joined the rest of the group with her steaming hot
macaroni, but by the time she had cooled it off to an edible temperature, it was time to get back to dance.
Erin coerced the dance teacher into letting her finish her food as the rest of them danced. They had to do
large leaps, lots of turns, and many rolls. By the end of dance class, Jordan was sweaty, stinky, sore, and
tired. He felt like he could just drop dead at any given moment.
He gathered up his things and got into the car with his mother, claimed he was really exhausted,
and used it as an excuse to lie down in the back of the minivan. He pretended to take a nap. This was
significantly preferable to more conversation with his mother. When they arrived at home, Jordan
pretended to wake up. He got his things and limped inside, too tired to walk properly. He set down his bag
full of late assignments and said he was heading off to bed.
His mother called to him, “Is your homework done?”
Jordan replied with a quick, “Yes,”and stumbled off to bed. That night Jordan cried himself
silently asleep making sure no other of his family could hear his sobs of pain or see his tears streaming
down his face and into his pillow. It was a pretty normal day for Jordan.
Anonymous
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Jane took a hesitant step towards the open door of the plane. She let the wind whip her hair, but
did not release her iron grip on the handle. She knew it was time to jump, but she couldn’t seem to make
herself do it. Instead, she stared at the ground, and at the too small houses and farms, a thousand miles
away.
It was not her idea to be up here. But on her 60th birthday her son and two daughters had bought
her a course in skydiving and one free jump. She had laughed at first, thinking surely that this was a joke.
She didn’t want any presents from her kids, and told them so, so she assumed this was their way of
making a joke.
No, they assured her, this was real. And they expected her to go.
Well, that certificate for a free lesson had sat on the fridge, pinned in a clip behind a Chinese
menu and the vet’s phone number, for almost a year. She had successfully ignored it, pushed it away from
her mind, and as Jane’s sixty-first birthday approached she hadn’t thought about it in months.
That was, at least, until her sister Karen called. She had phoned from upstate New York, calling
the week before her birthday party to tell Jane that, sadly, she wouldn’t be able to attend. Her husband
Aaron had business in Europe, and didn’t you know it was just lovely this time of year, and that she
would simply die if she missed an opportunity to see Paris in early fall, since she had only seen it in
spring before, and on and on. Jane sat at her kitchen table, twisting the cord of the phone around her
finger, flipping aimlessly through a magazine.
“Uh huh,” she would mutter whenever Karen paused for breath.
“Well,” said Karen, “I could call you from Paris, but Aaron and I will be very busy, you know, so
I wanted to call and tell you happy birthday a week early.”
“Oh. Well, thanks,” Jane said.
“And I would call during the party, of course,” Karen continued, ignoring her sister, “But you
insist on using that dreadful landline, so you’d just have to stand there two feet from the phone during the
party. That would be an embarrassment.”
Jane, who was still seated comfortably at the table, the long phone cord trailing behind her,
sighed. “You know me,” she said. “Just old fashioned.”
“Oh, I know!” said Karen. “And it’s such a shame, too. If you stayed with the times a little bit
you’d have it much easier. I don’t know how you don’t even have a cell phone. Or even a dishwasher.”
This part of the conversation went on. Each talk with Karen was always the same: first, an update
on her and Aaron’s next expensive adventure, then a critique of Karen’s life, looks, or hobbies, and finally
a casual mention of Aaron’s salary. Why did Karen think her presence would be missed at the party? At
least the nagging about their mother had stopped when they had moved her into a nursing home.
“And just think,” Karen was saying, “Last year your kids bought you those tickets for that
skydiving class. I knew you wouldn't do it. I wish they would have asked me what you’d want. I would
have told them to get you socks. You always like a good pair of socks.”
“I’m going skydiving next week,” Jane said. It was out before she could help it. Why had she said
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that? Something about Karen’s mention of the kids. The kids were one of the few subjects Karen mostly
left alone, so at their mention she just… blurted it out.
“Yes,” she said, stuck now. “Next week. The day before the party. I’m going skydiving. Should
be fun, don’t you think?”
There was a long silence on the other end. Eventually, Karen spoke again, quiet and slow. This
was the first time she had broken her constant sentence barrage since the call began.
“Yes… I hope so. I’m surprised at you, Jane. But maybe you actually listened to me for once. I’ll
look on facebook for the pictures. Make sure to post them before Tuesday, since we’re heading up into
the mountains in southern France then. I’ll want to show them to some of Aaron’s coworkers. He’s
working with…”
And just like that the conversation veered backs to Karen’s world. Jane ignored her, providing
only the occasional grunt or affirmation, and contemplated the skydiving ticket behind the Chinese menu
on the refrigerator. She’d have to go through with it now, she thought. Hearing Karen talk about how she
backed out would be intolerable. Conversations with her were already hard enough. Yes, she would have
to do it.
*
*
*
The phone rang seven times before someone picked it up. The voice on the other end sounded
distant, sleepy, as if they had just woken up. It was three in the afternoon.
“Yeah?” the man said.
“Uh…” Jane said, “Is this… Free Fall Adventures?”
“Oh. Yeah. What do you want?” and just like that, they set an appointment for Saturday, with a
half hour training session and a 1 o’clock drop time. She hung up the phone. Her hand shook.
Saturday came quick. Jane followed the directions on the back of the ticket, driving far out of
town towards the small municipal airport. They led her to a small shack across the field. She parked her
car in the dirt lot. It was the only one there.
The shack itself seemed lopsided and dingy, but above it was a freshly painted sign proclaiming it
as “Free Fall Adventures,” along with a silhouette of a parachuter. The windows were dark. A man sat on
a bench on the front porch, and stared at Jane as she parked her car.
“You must be Jane,” he said when she approached. He jumped out of the chair and extended his
hand in a hurried gesture. Jane took it, and tried to peer through the windows into the store. She could see
nothing.
“Um… yeah.” she said. “Are you Evan? From the phone?” She didn’t like the look of this place
one bit. A dilapidated shack, a dirt road, and an empty parking lot. Not a good sign.
“Yeah, that’s me,” said Evan. “Sorry about the mess here. We just moved locations. Closer to the
airport, you know. I bet it looks a little sketchy, doesn’t it?”
Jane gave a nervous laugh. Yes, she thought. Sketchy…
“Well, don’t worry about that,” Evan said quickly, “We’ll move the rest of the operation out here
in the next couple of months. Then when you come back for your second jump it’ll look real good. This
way.” He said the last while placing a hand on her shoulder, and steered Jane across the field towards the
airport.
“Shouldn’t we go inside and get some gear? Or to do the lesson?” Jane asked.
“No need, no need,” said Evan, with a dismissive wave of his hand. “All the gear is at the plane.
I’ll talk you through everything there. It’s really very simple.”
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And then Jane found herself standing before a small single engine plane. It looked exactly like
she had seen in the movies, with open sides and a wide belly for several jumpers. At its base lay a tangle
of cords, packs, and equipment. Evan spent the next thirty minutes walking her through each piece of the
jump kit, explaining the way to jump, how to pull the ripcord, and even what to do if her pack didn’t open
with the first tug.
“This here is the reserve chute,” he said, pointing at a handle near the bottom of the pack. “If your
first one doesn’t go off, don’t worry. Just pull this.” Jane hefted the heavy pack and looked at the metal
ring. The cord was taut with built-up pressure, and the bag bulged with the weight of the parachutes.
Now that they were by the plane, Evan’s nervousness seemed to have disappeared. He explained
each piece of equipment thoroughly, and every question Jane asked was answered with a nod and a smile.
By the end, the nervousness Jane had felt had melted into a small, humming excitement.
And a half hour later she found herself in the back of the small prop plane. It vibrated with a low
growl, and the guttural sound of the engine was uneven. Evan had warned her about this, that the plane
was reliable even if it sounded like a dying animal, but Jane still clutched the edge of her seat. A thought
rose out of the depths of her brain from somewhere. Yes, Jane, it’s terrifying. At least you bought that life
insurance policy a few years ago. So what’s the worst that could happen.
Jane shuddered at that thought. She tried to take her mind away from it by tightening the straps on
her parachute rig and checking the release cords. The bag felt much lighter now that they were in the air.
Evan piloted up front, his hands gripping the controls tightly. Ten minutes into the flight, he gave
a sharp jerk of his head. He didn’t turn to look at Jane, and continued to stare fiercely out the cockpit
window. The veins on his hands popped out from the pressure of his grip.
“Alright now,” he said, in a high, tight voice.“Time to jump.”
Jane hesitated. She had put the pack on before takeoff, as Evan had instructed. She reviewed all
of the parts in her mind. Helmet and goggles. Check. Altimeter. Check. Main chute and handle. Check.
Reserve chute and handle“Jane!” Evan said, his voice sharp, almost with an edge of panic in it, “You’ve got to jump now.
We’re crossing the drop zone. You can do this.”
Jane gave a small whimper and took a step towards the door. The wind whipped furiously at her
hair, and even the helmet couldn’t keep it contained. Below, she could see the landscape dotted with trees
and small farms. It was an awfully long way. She took a step back from the edge.
And then she heard her sister’s voice, echoing, mocking and high pitched. I knew you wouldn’t
jump, Jane. Just let the plane land and go back to your home. Maybe you can be back in time to wash the
dishes and watch the news.
And without even knowing it, Jane had jumped out of the plane. It was really more of a sideways
lurch, but she still found herself falling fast and the plane pulling away. After an initial gasp of terror, she
looked up and around her.
It really was beautiful. She could see for miles around, and it was even better than an airplane.
There were no walls to block her view and the horizon stretched in an almost perfect circle around her. A
feeling of weightlessness took over, and she let out her breath in an excited gasp. Even her pack, which
was supposed to be heavy with its bulky parachutes, seemed light and empty in the wind. This was truly
marvelous.
After what seemed an eternity of freedom, of wind whistling in her ears and the sun shining
brightly on a green countryside, Jane checked her altimeter on her wrist. She had to push her flapping
nametag out of the way. That had been tied to her wrist too. Funny, she thought. Evan spelled my name
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wrong. Not Jane Dough. Jane Dougherty. Maybe the full name wouldn’t fit.
The altimeter said it was nearly time to pull the chute. Jane sighed. Karen wouldn’t believe her.
And she certainly wouldn’t believe how much Jane loved it. Oh well. This experience by itself had been
worth it, even if Karen continued to be a prig. Evan knew his clients, she thought. She would be back for
a second jump. Maybe she could bring her kids next time, to return the present that they had gotten her.
Reluctantly, almost delicately, Jane gripped the pull for the cord. The plastic cracked a little under
her hand, old and brittle from the sun, and the line lay slack, not at all taut like it was when the rig was on
the ground.
Jane didn’t notice these things. She took one last look around, admiring again the full view of the
heavens, and pulled the cord.
Ben Rice
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She’s got hair the color of bruises, and knuckles pummeled the same red-brown of an apple
thrown to the ground. Or maybe her eyes are a weak blue, and her legs quiver with the fragility of thin ice
glazing a farm pond, and she takes every step like she’s trying not to wake up a grizzly. Perhaps this
week’s she wears skirts in the shape of an upside-down lily and drapes herself over her desk like a
weeping willow tickles the surface of a lake. Maybe each she is one facet of the same girl. It doesn’t
matter.

The shes float around their master, hunched over in the dark, and take turns cooing little things
into ears curled up like the tail of a rat. A pigeon feather dips into a vast pool of ink and spits lamentations
all over a flimsy sheet of notebook paper, settling into countless puddles of self-pity that run down the
page as it’s lifted and dropped uncaringly onto a stack: a lopsided pile of “she” poems, each leaf of paper
covered in the same spiderweb of desperate loneliness.

She curls up in his heart like a mouse, her tiny heartbeat serving as a miniature metronome by
which he lives his life. Her fingers trace invisible patterns up and down his arms. He imagines the paths
they take to be in the shapes of hearts. He knows they would be rows of parallel lines and leave blood and
raised flesh in their tracks. Her hands crawl up his face, boring into each crevice they find with the
single-minded focus of a colony of ants. Or termites. Her fingernails scratch and scramble to the back of
his eyes with a violent fervor, peeling them open. They direct his gaze downward with an insistent push.

The she with bruised-apple fists sits on the desk and watches with watery eyes as he digs out a
greasy tablet, grimy with fingerprints and dust. On it is a—well, not a she, because all of the shes are here,
surrounding him. They stand together, shifting around inside each other, just behind his shoulder. If he
were to turn around he would see the same face that falls across his screen, but he doesn’t. Enraptured by
the image, he seems ready to create another she. Another quality to dissect and separate has been spotted:
a long and slender neck, wrapped snugly with a thick scarf. In summer? He looks again and corrects
himself. No, not a scarf at all, but an arm.

An arm?

It seems there will be no new she, not ever, because the arm that he stares at with increasing
impotence is connected to a he. His fingers twitch with the barely contained fury of a young man that has
never felt the touch of a woman. The tablet is sent flying across the room, and, in the manner of a full cup
tipping over the edge, he begins his rampage.

The flimsy paper pile of shes are swept to the ground like a child’s playthings cast aside in a fit of
rage. He imagines being poisoned by rotting fruit, and being drenched in freezing water, and the pale
perfume of a lily laid across his murdered body. He picks up a sheet from the top of the pile and rips into
it with his teeth, ink smearing across his face and hands like blood gone black in moonlight. He shreds
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into more paper like the grizzly tears into the girl that strode too loudly, like a boot crushes a fallen apple
into the dirt, like a woodsman’s axe bites into the swaying trunk of a willow. The shes disappear in wisps
like smoke from a stomped-out cigarette butt. There is no more use for them now.

He slumps in a cloud of smoke, in a circle of pulp gone black and bleeding with ink and spit.
Hands close around his neck, done with digging in his eyes and teeth. They caress his throat in the gentle
fashion of a venus flytrap cradling its prey. The metronome in his heart goes quiet, and then stops. The
hands dip a finger in the ink and begin to write on the ground.

“He has eyes with the glassy sheen of a crystal ball, and hands with the stiffness and whiteness of
bone. His hair shines like the waxy fur of a taxidermied head mounted on a wall. His cheeks glisten with
ink like black oil choking waterfowl. Bruises in purple brushstrokes ring his neck like necklaces. Ugly in
life. But beautiful in death.”

His last breath creates a misty fog that rolls across the floor, leaving his body far behind.

Linnea Ouimet
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Frostfall, day 43, 7:00 PM Thomas: In
“Self-proclaimed business consultant Van Woerden-And Thomas”

The clip-clop of dress shoes echoed across the halls of the Conway theater, bouncing from place
to place, but always ending up in Thomas’s ears. He walked alongside his father and brother, who strode
across the wooden floor at a pace where Thomas’s short little legs practically had to run to catch up.
“Sorry, Thomas,” muttered his father, picking up the pace. Thomas tried to keep up, but his
hand-me-down shoes from his brother were a size too large, and his feet kept slipping to the side. His
brother, Wayne, gave their father a look and turned around to scoop up Thomas and carry him the rest
of the way.
Having a moment of rest, Thomas’s gaze drifted to the portraits on the wall as he sped past them.
Famous actors, whose eyes followed him with a mixture of judgment and disdain. Thomas looked back
down at the floor, not meeting their gaze.
Finally, the family reached their destination: the office of Mr. Martinez. Thomas’s father
caught his breath and straightened his tie. “Time?”
Wayne looked down at his watch. “Six fifty-nine.”
“Thank god,” his father breathed. “Sorry again, Thomas. Once this deal goes through, I can
buy you some new shoes.”
Thomas avoided his father’s eyes. “Why did you even bring me?” he mumbled.
“You are a vital part in the oldest persuasion technique in the book, T,” Wayne smiled,
slapping Thomas on the back. “When Señor Martinez sees that pop’s got a cute little kid, our
sympathy factor goes through the roof.”
“If we want sympathy, why did we steal these nice suits?”
“Hey!” Wayne hissed. “Keep your voice down. We borrowed them. According to the store,
we’re still in the changing rooms, and that’s where we’ll be in ten minutes to tell them they just weren’t
right for us.”
Thomas frowned. “Who takes half an hour to try on a suit?”
“Men of business!” his father said with a flourish. “Now Thomas — try to seem like a sad,
confused, but well-meaning little lad.”
“Just be yourself,” Wayne whispered as their father knocked on the office door. Thomas
swallowed his frustration that Wayne hadn’t told him why they'd needed the suits as Mr. Martinez
answered the door.
“Van Woerden!” Martinez bellowed in a jolly tone. A well-built man, Mr. Martinez was
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completely bald despite being in his early forties. “Right on time. Come in, come in.” Van gave a polite
nod and walked in, ducking his head under the doorway. Built like a spider, with long limbs and a
skinny frame, Thomas’s father often had to duck to get into places others could enter normally.
“You’re looking sharp,” Martinez complimented Wayne. “I wish my son had half your
fashion sense. Hoodies and sweatpants, that’s all I see nowadays, let me tell you…” Wayne let out a
laugh and shook Martinez’s hand. The outfit that had just been described was exactly what he wore
at home, but that could be left unsaid. “And who is this little fella?” Mr Martinez looked down at
Thomas.
“My son,” Van explained. “He comes with us on our trips.”
“A bit young to be learning business consulting, isn’t he?” Martinez asked.
“We can’t leave him home alone.”
“Ah. My apologies,” Martinez said, sympathy in his eyes as he looked at Thomas. Thomas, of
course, had a mother at home who he could have stayed with. But once again, some things were better
left unsaid. He was beginning to understand his father’s strategy.
“Shall we begin talks?” Van said. “My older son and I have devised a model for your theater that
we believe would triple your revenue within a year — and that’s after we take our cut.” As the three men
sat down they began to exchange ideas and talk about what constituted a ‘finder’s fee.’ Thomas sat back
in the chair that had been pulled out for him and let his mind wander to a field; a field filled with cute
animals and a warm sun, away from these empty halls and big words he didn’t understand.
After a bit of time in his little world, Thomas hopped down from his chair. “Where’s the
restroom?”
“Ah, down the hall and take two lefts,” Mr. Martinez explained.
“Should I make sure he doesn’t run into anyone, Dad?” Wayne asked.
“Theater’s been empty for hours,” Martinez yawned. “Now, about that eighteen percent. How
about…”
His voice went out of earshot as Thomas walked down the hall, having exited as soon as he got
the directions. He was relieved to be able to walk at his own pace, swaying from side to side as his mind
drifted in between his world and reality. After two lefts, he reached the restroom, having to stand on his
tiptoes to turn the doorknob.
As soon as he entered, he heard the man. A scrape of a bottle against the bathroom stall, the
incoherent murmuring of a drunkard. Thomas froze in his tracks for a moment before slowly making
his way to the Urinal. He didn’t have anything to be afraid of.
The sound of the Urinal’s flush prompted the drunk to yell and rush out of his stall. He wore a
ragged jacket and women’s shorts, and had a grey beard that reached down to his stomach, filled with
shards from the broken bottle in his hand.
“Wha…” his eyes focused on Thomas, carrying the same harshness as the portraits on the wall.
“What are you doing here, boyo?”
Thomas didn’t respond, just looked away and began to walk towards the door. The drunk
stumbled in front of him, blocking his path.
“Hey, kid. Doncha know that you should answer a senior’s question?”
“I-I need to go-” Thomas tried to walk around him.
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The man changed his stance. “Oh, oh, I’m sorry. It's because I’m a stranger, ain’t it? And good
little boys don’t talk to strangers,” he licked his lips, “So let’s become friends.” Thomas swallowed,
slowly meeting the man’s gaze.
“My name…” the man put his hand on his chest, “Is Jonas. What’s your name?”
“T-Thomas,” he muttered.
“There!” the man smiled, “Jonas, meet Thomas. Thomas, meet Jonas,” he inched closer to
Thomas. “We ain’t strangers now, are we?”
“N-no,” Thomas replied. “But I have to get back to my dad-”
“Oh, nonono,” the man interrupted, shaking his head with each syllable. “We’re friends now,
remember? You’ve got to spend time with your friends, Thomas.”
“I-I need to-”
“We should have a playdate!” the man beamed, inching forward again. His beard swung forward
and hit Thomas’s shoulder, “We’re friends, so we need to play together.”
“Ple-” Thomas shuffled back.
The man lowered the bottle in his hand to the ground and brought his yellow fingernails up as he
caressed Thomas’s cheek. “Let’s head back to the stall and have a playdate, Thomas. That’s all this is.
Playing with your friends.”
“STOP!!!!” Thomas screamed, swinging his arm to knock the man’s hand off of his cheek. His
wrist collided directly with the man’s wrist. For a split second, it seemed that nothing had happened, as
would be expected when the strength of a child is met with the grip of an adult.
Then, as Thomas’s arm recoiled from the blow, the most peculiar thing happened. The man’s
hand was behind him, reaching around his back. And where his arm attached to his
torso, a jagged gash had appeared. A spurt of blood came a second later, showering Thomas in red.
The man looked to his right side, expecting his hand to swing back from that unnatural
position. But no such thing had happened. His right arm was half-detached from his body, falling
backwards off his shoulder blade and bent the wrong way so that his right hand was on the bottom
right of his back. The man’s eyes slowly moved to his shoulder, which now looked like a half-eaten
cherry pie, blood still spilling out as the torn muscle fibers stuck out in every direction. It was a bit
obscured by the scarlet, but he could see a glimpse of white underneath the stream.
The man nodded, turned around, and walked out of the bathroom. His scream of pain came
five seconds later.
Thomas stood completely still in shock, ears ringing. The man’s yell seemed to happen in slow
motion, the echo of the dress shoes rushing down the hall towards him seeming to be a hundred miles
away. Blood was splattered across his iris, tinting the world in red.
He tried to go into his world, with its cute little animals and rolling streams. He wanted to
escape to that. But when he entered the world, the animals were dead. The streams were crimson.
Had he done this?
Coming back to reality, he slowly raised his hand into his eyesight. It was covered with
red-orange chunks of muscle fiber. No bulging muscles were seen, no transformative power-up that
would explain the extraordinary strength he had wielded.
The man’s screams became clearer as the ringing in Thomas’s ears faded. A guttural cry of pain
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was all Thomas could hear. And a strange feeling spread throughout his body: joy. Joy was the only word
for what he was feeling. A joyous grin spread across his face, getting wider as the man’s cries got louder.
He was afraid, afraid of the fact that he felt joy, and that fear spurred even more joy in his soul.
Thinking logically, he should be happy that this horrible man had been punished. But this joy…
it didn’t feel right.
Van and Wayne ran into the bathroom to find Thomas rooted in place, his grin having faded
to a small smile. They smothered him in apologies and comfort, but all he could think about was that
joy.
Later, Thomas learned that his father had gotten the consultation job for a greater share of profit
than he had initially hoped. And when Thomas was asked what had happened, he found himself saying
that the man had cut his own arm off in front of him. They had no choice but to believe him- a child
couldn’t produce enough strength to blow off a man’s limb. No one could. And so Thomas kept living as
normal, relieving his family with how quickly he psychologically recovered. The joy was still rooted in
him, though, as he grew up and his father managed to afford him a decent school in the city. He doesn’t
know what it was, this beast of joy inside, but he was as grateful as he was afraid.
Henry Stephenson
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A note: Ms. Mennitt graduated from high school in 2000. She certainly didn’t write this essay for her
common application (the common app was hardly a thing at the turn of the century), but had she written
an essay for it--it might have read something like this...
I can’t remember if it was Erin or I who came up with the name for the segment. Absurd Question
of the Week started off as lark, laughing in the TV studio after finishing our stop-motion little green army
men short film (like really short, less than two minutes short). It was for Ram Report, the biweekly cable
access news channel produced by a bunch of high school kids enrolled in Advanced TV Production under
the tutelage of one Mr. Rose. We had a lot of freedom to do what we wanted, but Erin, my producing
partner, and I had mainly stuck to hard news since the start of our junior year. The army men short was
our first truly creative exploration of what we could do with video cameras, high-tech editing stations, and
our imaginations.
Before we got started with any venture, creative or not, we would brainstorm how to do it. I loved
the logistics of setting up a project, figuring out how to get the camera to a cross-country meet, finding the
time to interview Coach Brower during her free period, and ensuring there was space in that week’s
production of the show. I had to collect the batteries and tripod I would need before I left the studio for a
meet and trust my cross-country teammates to film the bits I couldn’t because I was running. Getting the
right footage was key and I quickly realized the value of starting anything with a solid foundation. Absurd
Question of the Week was reliant on excellent interactions with hall walkers. If we didn’t run into fellow
Rams who were willing to play along and laugh with us, asking them the absurd question would simply
flop. As the on-camera talent, it was my responsibility to draw that willingness out of my interviewees.
When I asked them what “cutting a rug” actually meant, I needed to make sure I was engaging and
charismatic and fun. I think my goofy sky-blue Billabong bucket hat and expressive facial expressions
might have helped get our exchanges off on the right foot.
Once a project was in process, there was always opportunity for improvising and taking another
route to get to the finished product. This was where the solid relationship I had with Erin was so
important. We trusted one another and had similar goals, but different strengths that we recognized in one
another. She was the far better editor, so it wasn’t unusual that I would defer to her expertise while also
watching her skill with the innumerable dials and buttons that make up the editing machine. Editing the
snippets of me asking random students the absurd question into some cohesive segment often ended up
with our loss of focus, but Ram Report’s timeline made sure we didn’t stay off-task too long. Finding the
nuggets of gold and then piecing them together into a cohesive story was so incredibly satisfying.
Similar to wrapping up an essay, coming up with just the right way to end the segment is often a
stroke of genius. The ideas come as I’m listening to Ms. Vannozzi tell us reasons for the US entry into
WWI, diving off the block right after the backstroker hits the wall, or scanning pens at Staples. Of course!
Sebastin sings about cutting a rug in Under the Sea and we have a green screen in the studio. Mr. Rose
will tell us in his dry and sardonic voice that cutting a rug obviously means dancing. Cut to a scene of
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Erin and I jumping into the natatorium’s pool and finding ourselves in a cartoon ocean, surrounded by
seaweed and crustaceans dancing and moving to the music. As we play the segment back, I realize that I
love it. I love the creative process that this production requires—brainstorming, collaborating, laughing,
crafting, and finally producing. It’s all—in a word—awesome.
Ms. Mennitt
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Mr. Rice・Wizard Advisor
Erin let Mr. Rice make his own bio this year. He isn’t sure what to write.
Waffles are better than pancakes. Gandalf would beat Dumbledore. Writing stories is good. Go
Pack Go.

Erin Thill・Resident Monarch/Afraid of Mr. Rice
This is a call for help! Mr. Rice has trapped me here and is forcing me to be president of the
Odyssey! Please save me!

Linnea Ouimet・Speaker of the House
How do you feel about bones and dead things?

Liam O’Neil・No Brains, All Booty

middle part king :heart_eyes: As tall as they look, has a weird interest in the song redbone

Amy Taschler・Vice Admiral
I Have Pink Hair XD

Kieran Padgett・Dinosaur Shaped Silly Band

uh….hey (; head of the odyssey polycule, cheetah print enthusiast

Naomi Marshall・One Who Desires Power…
Idk I just watch. What was I supposed to write again? Anyway, what’s up?

Grace Ulferts・Senior
Grace’s second (?) year in the club. It’s chill. We read cool stories. Wish we had snacks tho >:(

Hayden Brown・Recess Monitor/Ben Franklin Impersonator
Noah Kinsley will you marry me???

Nora Priede Von Herber・Coward

Nora makes me do everything for her (linnea) she texts me and i have to do what she says please
free me
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